Mozart festival set for August

The Mozart festival set for August is an annual event—the San Luis Obispo Mozart Festival. Among the demands are favorable legislation. Other festivals have become a tradition of the warm months of the year, and have become popular. The most spectacular, being the Santa-Clara Bach Festival and the Peter Britt Music and Arts-Festival in Oregon. The Mozart Festival, which is a tribute to Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, is the latest addition to the classical music scene. Community leaders of San Luis Obispo feel that this city will be ideal for a festival of this sort, because the climate and town are both beautiful during the summer. The dates for the event have been set for August 6, 7, and 8.

The idea of the festival didn't just happen. Begun by Clifton Swanson and John Rose of the music department at this school, it has been in the talking stage for almost four years. When John Ellis, a well known obit who will solo in the festival, performed with the school, orchestra last year, he offered some help on the festival plans.

Then, last September, a few community leaders met to form the Mozart Festival Association. Dr. Jerry Jorgenson of San Luis Obispo served as president. For the last nine months, the twelve members of the board have been gathering donations for the festival from private parties.

The months of planning have paid off. The Mozart Festival will feature some of the top performing West Coast artists in the classical field. Henry Sigle, concert master for the Peter Britt Music and Arts Festival, will perform Mozart's Violin Concerto No. 5 in A major Sunday, August 7. John Ellis will perform solo and also with the Los Angeles Wind Quintet.

The August 4 concert will be cosponsored by the Cal Poly Associated Students, and will be presented in Chumash Hall in the College Union. It will be the largest of the three concerts.

Tickets are available in the College Union for the three two-hour concerts. Cost per concert is $1.10 for students and $2.50 for adults.

Phone strike hits

The present lack of a guaranteed cost of living wage standard, reclassification of town wage scales which determine wages according to the size of the town, shorter pay progression schedules which would allow for pay raises according to skill as well as the three year top pay scale for women and five year top pay scale for men, penalties of 1/4 percent of top five year wages with a minimum of $129 per month and a maximum of $174 per month, increase of monetary pay scale of company health insurance policies to compensate for rising health costs, and no removal of prior negotiated clauses.
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Evans reps school at CPA convention

Governor Ronald Regan's recent budget cutbacks set the agenda for the California State College Student Presidents Association (SPA) convention at Los Angeles State last weekend. According to ASI President Pete Evans, who represented this school, the major issues kicked around were foreign students tuition increases, decrease in Economic Opportunity Program (EOP) funds, and loss of faculty positions. He said the student presidents plan to pressure state legislators to override Reagan's veto in these areas.

Evans said a major personal issue at the convention was the fact that this school has not paid its annual $1000 SPA dues. According to Evans, the SPA was unpopular with Paul Banke, former ASI president, and therefore, the dues fee was not written into this year's budget. Evans, though, thinks the organization has proved its worth and plans to request amending the budget to include these for it. He said the organization exists to protect students from anti-student measures which the state legislature may introduce. It also exists to influence the state college trustees who, in turn influence the legislators.

Evans said the SPA represents about 300,000 students in the state college system and in the past has proven to be successful in protecting them from unfavorable legislation.

He cited as examples the "grandfather clause" designed to stay tuition fees for foreign students now attending state schools, and successful opposition of a measure to introduce tuition for graduate students.

Evans says if the SPA is successful in stopping passage of tuition for all students, it will mean a savings of over $1 million for students at this school.

Phone strike hits

The local union of the Communications Workers of America went on strike as of 3 a.m. yesterday. The strike is in conjunction with a nation wide strike which went into effect simultaneously and affects all workers of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company. John Wiese, president of CWA Local 942, said that the strike will affect 350 local workers of Pacific Telephone and Telegraph of which 200 are local union members.

No telephone or switchboard operators at this college will be affected by the strike. Because most telephone usage involves the direct-dialing system, students should find no difficulty in placing calls.

Phone company managers here don't seem to be worried about the walk-out. One spokesman for the company related that during a similar incident several years ago, people from other cities as well as students helped fill the gap while strikers picketed.

Among the demands are provisions for a substantial general wage increase to offset the recent lack of a guaranteed cost of living wage standard, reclassification of town wage scales which determine wages according to the size of the town, shorter pay progression schedules which would allow for pay raises according to skill as well as the three year top pay scale for women and five year top pay scale for men, penalties of 1/4 percent of top five year wages with a minimum of $129 per month and a maximum of $174 per month, increase of monetary pay scale of company health insurance policies to compensate for rising health costs, and no removal of prior negotiated clauses.
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AS! business in progress

by Giff Boyce

A wide variety of topics ranging from dormitory elections to pre-season feeding of the football team were discussed at the Tuesday meeting of the Summer Internship Committee (SIC).

Old business was aired with a suggestion by the president that a committee be formed to set forth proposals for the day care center. Information about day care centers in operation on other campuses has been successful elsewhere and make recommendations to SIC.

Dormitory representation, or rather lack of it, was an issue which initiated a drawn out discussion. After dormitory elections today the presidents of all dormitories were invited to participate in the SIC meetings.

New business touched upon the importance of registering 18 to 24-year olds for state and national elections.

Pay raise veto by Reagan not supported here

This college's faculty and students are on record as supporting efforts to override Governor Ronald Reagan's veto of salary increases in the current state budget for 1972-

Laurence H. Carr, president of the United Professors of California chapter on this campus has sent messages to state senators and assemblymen urging them to override the governor's item veto of pay raises for state employees and faculty.

Pay raise for the football team's $7,000 meal project were questioned. Almost 17,000 has been set aside to feed the 80 member squad for several weeks during pre-season training. The value of this large expenditure will be determined at the next meeting. The two and one-half hour meeting was a warm-up for what is to come next Tuesday. The meeting was a warm-up for what is to come next Tuesday.

California State Employees Association (CSEA) Chapter 97 on this campus has joined other chapters in the CSEA Region to urge Corrective action by the state's 114,000 State employees who are members. In Sacramento the state officers of CSEA approved action to call for strike if the legislators do not override Reagan's item veto on salaries.

Carr announced through a newsletter that UPC protests the governor's veto and to protest the governor's veto and to urge Corrective action by the state's 114,000 State employees who are members. In Sacramento the state officers of CSEA approved action to call for strike if the legislators do not override Reagan's item veto on salaries.

The strike vote of the California State Employees Association—

- Kare Announced three issues. Additional lines will cost an extra $.25 for every 50 lines over those allowed in the first three issues. Additional lines will cost an extra $.50.

The deadline for each issue classified ads manager, will be from 4 to 6 P.M. on Thursdays for the next three issues.
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Of, engaged in or worthy of high standards.

A professional drugstore

So says Webster. And so we hope you feel the employed of this school after you turn your head slightly to the right and read what they have to say on the proposed strike vote of the California State Employees Association.

Two weeks ago you heard about the CSEA proposal and its fate later in the results. The rational and professional must be in favor of not striking and realizing all that was on the line, I apply that move.

Put it on the scale and weigh things out. On one side there's the possibility—as slim as it may seem today and in California—of more money. But on the other side there's more—and as I see it—much more. There's so much bread on the table for who knows how long and who knows how long? Too much risk.

It just doesn't BALANCE.

And then there's the question of professionalism. I'm not quite sure how important that ranks on administration and faculty priorities, but it's evident that it's up there somewhere. It's a deep tradition to have. For sure, we don't have all that we'd like to have—but that's not the reckoning question at the present moment.

Making do with our situation here at this school is others must do throughout the state definitely is an emotional strain, but until the new leader comes in, must do.

Come September, a strike would kill us. It's good to know that the buck is number two wisdom, common sense and us.

Run your ads

It had to happen someday. Today's that day.

Mustang Advertising Manager Don Tullo said that the classified advertising section is keeping up with inflation by raising the rates.

The cost per ad is determined, as usual, by the number of lines and the number of issues desired.

Up to three lines for one issue will be $1.50; two issues $2.50; three issues $3.50; and an additional $1.50 for every three issues. Additional lines will cost an extra $.50.

The deadline for each issue classified ads manager, will be from 4 to 6 P.M. on Thursdays for the next three issues.
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What do you think of the possibility of a strike by state employees on campus in reaction to Governor Reagan's cutback of their cost of living raise?

by John Teves
Photos by Phil Bromund

W. P. SCHROEDER—Dep't. Head Edu.—I don't believe a strike is the way to solve your problem. We need to work in more effective ways to get public support for higher education. Working to gain public support is never easy or simple. There is no easy answer. If there were an easy answer, we wouldn't be talking about strike possibilities.

Harold Gavaneschi, Inst.—I would never condemn any other faculty member for not participating in a strike as his decision should be respected by all. If a strike was led by ultra-radical faculty members the results would be more damaging than no strike at all.

L.J. Vassanelli—Ag. Man, Inst.—I wouldn't go on strike. I think we are professionals. I don't think that being professional allows us to strike. When we strike who would it effect? Primarily the students because it would be a lost day in class which we can't make up.

Sterling Ogan—SC. Sr.—I think it's reasonable. I think considering Reagan's performance the past two years regarding salaries that it's possible to consider a strike as one way of reacting. It would probably be unfortunate for my academic career, but it would have a greater long run effect.

Scott Maughan—Hist. Inst.—I don't think it's possible on this campus. It's possible on others, though. Our real wages are going down. History has shown that the only way to overcome such a situation is through militant unionism. The legislators feel teachers have an infinite capacity for just taking what they're given them.

Carol Somers—Plcmnt. Intvr—Ken Anderson—Bio. Chem. Sr.—The state employees shouldn't sit back and be passive. Governor Reagan has underrated state employees and their feelings. Two years in a row is stretching it. Why should it be the state employees who are put on the spot to balance the state budget?

Dorothy Clay—Sec.—I would not favor a strike for financial reasons. Mainly I think it's silly and it wouldn't accomplish anything. I feel the pinch what with the cost of living going up. I don't live in luxury but I don't think you get anywhere with a strike. You negotiate.

Peckinpa—Catering Chef—I feel bad about the cutback. I don't like it and I can't afford to be laid off on account of my family. I might be subject to starvation. I have to be satisfied with what I've got. Inflation is bad, but there is nothing I can do about it because of my financial status. Those who are making enough don't care because they have something to back them up. Those who don't have something to back them up can't afford a single day to be laid off because "Time is Gold."

Nancy Jach—Eng. Sec.—It would depend upon the reasons for the strike. I'm not certain of the wages but if they were lower than other campuses it might be okay. Conditions are good here. Basically I'm against it. The standards of the state college system are high, the wages are good, and the conditions are excellent. The wages are especially good for women.

Stacy Smers—Chem. Inst.—The state employees shouldn't sit back and be passive. Governor Reagan has underrated state employees and their feelings. Two years in a row is stretching it. Why should it be the state employees who are put on the spot to balance the state budget?

Ken Anderson—Hist. Sr.—For my situation I wouldn't be too happy. We all pay so much for our courses. I'm on the GI bill. It would be a waste of time and money both if they went on strike. Looking at it from their point of view it's the only way. Mixed emotions I guess but doctors and teachers are professionals.

Robert Clay—Sec.—I would not favor a strike for financial reasons. Mainly I think it's silly and it wouldn't accomplish anything. I feel the pinch what with the cost of living going up. I don't live in luxury but I don't think you get anywhere with a strike. You negotiate.

Jay Peckinpa—Math Inst.—I'm sorta lukewarm on the issue. We have enough problems here without a strike over salary. I might be in favor of a strike but not about a salary issue.

---

Sears, Roebuck and Co.
Sears has everything.
878 Higuera 941-2170
San Luis Obispo
Job opportunities

Current employment opportunities are available to students, the Placement and Financial Aid Office announces this week.

The positions, titles, and organization addresses are listed below. If further information about the job is desired, contact the placement office.

**Junior Air Pollution Engineer**
- San Diego County Personnel Department, 605 County Administration Center, 100 Pacific Highway, San Diego, California, 92101.

**Industrial Engineer**
- Scheuring Corporation, Galloping Hill Road, Kenthurst, New Jersey, 08133, Attention: Frank M. Smith Jr., Personnel Services Manager.

**Field Sales Engineers**
- Lloyd Krechage, General Manager, Barber-Greene, Tempe, Arizona.

**Personnel Analyst**
- Mr. L. G. Timmons, Personnel Office, University of California, Riverside, California, 92521, (714) 780-0311.

**Principal Electronic Technician**
- Mrs. Tuttle, University of California, Los Angeles, Employment Division of the Personal Office, Administration Building, Room A-228, Los Angeles, California.

**Administrative Analyst**
- University of California, Los Angeles, Employment Division of the Personal Office, Administration Building, Room A-228, Los Angeles, California.

**Optical Technician**
- North American Philips Corporation, 320 Victory Avenue, Los Angeles, California, 90069.

**Instructors**
- Ron Reagan, Director of Agriculture, Los Angeles City Schools, P. O. Box 54200 Terminal Annex, Los Angeles, California, 90064, (213) 447-4521.

**Community Specialist**
- Nancy Wright, Indian—California Educational Project, 817 Seventh Street, Eureka, California, 95501.

**Materials Specialist**
- Northern Indian California Educational Project, 817 Seventh Street, Eureka, California, 95501.

**Sanitary—Environmental Staff Consultant**
- G. A. Lienfelder, College Relations, Control Data Corporation, Box O, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 55402.

**Hydraulic Engineer**
- G. A. Lienfelder, College Relations, Control Data Corporation, Box O, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 55402.

**Migrant workers taught lesson by grad students**

Twenty-five graduate students from this school are working in summer school and community service programs with children of migrant farm workers in Salinas.

The recently-initiated cooperative arrangement is known as the Teaching Internship for Migrant Education (TIME) program. The $18,000 project is being coordinated by the Education Department under a contract with the State Department of Education's Bureau of Community Services and Migrant Education.

The purpose of the program, according to Dr. Walter Schroeder, head of the Education Department, is to enhance "the development of leadership ability among outstanding young farm men. They are participants in the Agricultural Leadership program of the Agricultural Education Foundation.

The July seminar is the sixth in a series of the first year of the program. In addition to seminar sessions at this campus the 30 participants will tour the Benton and Brown Dehydration Plant, Stanley Brown Feed Yard, and the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant of the PG&E near Port San Luis. Seminar sessions will cover the following topics: "Communication Problems of Disposal," "Goals and Problems of Education," "Problems of Handling Communications with Groups," and "Influencing People to Take Action."

The three-year program for 30 young men will be divided into four subjects on the state, national and international levels. The second and third years will be spent in travel to various areas of the nation and the third year will include travel abroad.

This group of 30 began their leadership training at Riverside, another group of 30 was selected from 116 applicants to participate in the three-year program designed to develop leadership ability among outstanding young farm men. They are participants in the Agricultural Leadership program of the Agricultural Education Foundation.

The June seminar was held in February. Another group of 30 will begin the program next February and a third group a year later.

The program is financed by the James O. Bennett Foundation of Los Angeles, the James Irvine Foundation of San Francisco, and the W. K. Kellogg Foundation of Michigan.

Other participating colleges in the program are Fresno State, Cal Poly, Pomona, and University of California, Davis.

**No need to pay more!**

**Save at Roy's Sav Mor Service Station**

Ethyl '29.9

All major oils 60c a quart, Discount oil 30c a quart
Old-time fun reappears
If you're tired of the same old Cal poly non-entertainment scene, and if the last two terms left you high and dry, then why not get back to some good old-time fun like used to talk about?
In short, drive yours and your roommate's body to the house of Barb Shirley at 434 Foothill. It's going to start happening at 8:30 tomorrow night. If you need a ride, rally around the flagpole in front of the Administration Building at 8 and someone will come to pick you up.
Then it's going to be a lot of singing, some good talk, and a lot of fun—kind the way used to talk about.

Pete Evans goes by no other name.
After a couple million phone calls Pete and I finally made contact at my house. We had met one to have, only, all I knew about him was what he looked like, that he was rumored to be a "radical", and that he had been elected ASI president in May by a majority of the student body, student, which had been the largest in campus history.

To judge "radically" by the length of one's hair, Pete would be a disappointment. His locks aren't long enough to be spouting anyone except the coach of the Texas Longhorns.

Pete Evans goes by no other name. Originally from Los Angeles, Pete spent three years with the Navy in Japan. Since then he has spent time in various community colleges up and down the Pacific coast. Like many other students, Pete was attracted to this campus because of the beauty of its surroundings, and the reputation of its engineering department.

Pete's mode of transportation is an Enduro motorcycle and his chief sport consists of running around with his two dogs—one a German Shepherd, and one a "little ugly white thing." His taste in music is mainly rock. His favorite musicians such as Jethro Tull and Santana, but occasionally he says he gets an urge for a little Tchaikovsky.

Along the line of outside interests, Pete, with two other friends, recently purchased a bar which he plans to develop into a beer-out sandwich-type place, "hopefully open to everyone."

When asked why he was in college, Pete thought and responded with, "Maybe it's because I don't know what else to do. He sees schools as having a lot of political action, which is his major interest.

The first question he asked was, "Why did you run for ASI president?" He answered that the other candidates represented the past and were too engineering driven to bring about student oriented change. When questioned on his position of cutting back traditional school functions, such as football and Men's Glee club, to provide funds for new programs Pete maintained, "I don't think they (old traditions) approach the importance of the new programs. They are not worth the money they get."

He qualified this by saying ASI funds should be plugged into programs such as a housing office and legal-aid center would benefit the entire student body. Pete explained that programs such as a housing office and legal-aid center would benefit all the students.

One of his big objections to the traditional-type functions is that "a lot of these groups are in violation of the regulations they're funded under." He was referring specifically to Title 5 of the ASI code which says that all ASI funded programs must be open to all students. He cited as examples of closed membership the ROTC, drill team and the Rally club.

Pete is interested in finding out for the students exactly how their money is being spent, "I think everything on campus should be investigated to the limit and laid out in front of the students."

If he were in Robert Kennedy's position as college president, Pete says he would reduce the bulk and cost of administration of the school. Of President Kennedy he says, "He has too much power on campus and I have too little. Nevertheless, Pete was tolerant in his attitude toward Kennedy, saying that although Kennedy is much more conservative than the average student, he is one of the most student-oriented state college presidents.

Pete views money as a sort of "necessary evil." "You need it to operate. I like to have enough to do what I want to do." He hinted that what he might like to do was create people-oriented changes through political action.

About war, Pete said that it was often inevitable. About the Vietnam conflict, though, he was little more optimistic. He felt that it is making it obvious that the U.S. produces as many war criminals as any other nation. His indictment of the American people is that they are ignoring or apathy the affairs supporting these war criminals and therefore, are just as guilty. Throughout the interview, Pete expressed a fear that at all levels of government administration the people are being kept ignorant. He says that through this ignorance there is a likelihood of the nation going down with a certain posture of civil liberties and personal rights, by popular consent.

According to Pete, the majority of mankind, by its apathy, is handed in the wrong direction. He believes the real criminals are those who see the light, know what is going on, and are working for mankind's betterment, and do nothing about it. However, he is still hopeful.

"Pete views the human individual as an important entity which does have power to affect its environment. He personally thinks that there aren't enough people sensing their influence so to speak.

I asked Pete if he had any guiding principle for his life. He responded with, "understanding. "Being un¬
understanding. "Being ununder¬
derstanding. "Being ununder¬
derstanding. "Being ununder¬
derstanding. "Being ununder¬
derstanding. "Being ununder¬
derstanding. "Being ununder¬
derstanding.
He believes that everyone has an intrinsic responsibility to every other man. His practical side, though, he added "It's too bad that national and racial lines cut that to ribbons. I think the concept of nationalities should be wiped out.

That's basically what I got from two hours of ASI President Pete Evans. He's new to the political scene, He says he's not in it for himself. He views the presidential position as only a means to an end of bettering life for his fellow man. More im¬
mediately, that means bettering it for his fellow students.
If you expected an all-girl rock band to come on stage with revealing costumes and suggestive actions then last Sunday’s Fanny Concert was a disappointment.

On the other hand if you expected good rock music and a lot of talent from Fanny then your expectations were met in every way. Appearing before some 500 people Fanny charmed and entertained everyone.

The four girls were completely professional. They played and sang a cappella as easily as they talked and vamped backstage.

Allen do, Bette—There’s a feeling you get before you go on like you have to go to the bathroom.

James Millington—When I got excited I began back into the old patterns.
The girls said they really liked working with Streisand. "Five years ago I never thought," said Alice, "that I would be meeting and working with Barbra Streisand."

The group travels all the time. They had up until February mainly played around the Los Angeles area. Then they began appearing all over the West Coast.

Although talented and experienced, the group doesn't just come by their perfected harmony and rock through sheer luck.

"You can talk to me," they sang, "You can talk to me." And you can, very easily.

Onstage their perfectionism and professionalism came through to the audience superbly. They brought the house down with their opening song "It Takes a Lot of Good Loving."

"Yeah," Nicky (short for Nicole) cut in "they kept trying for a long time to get me to come out, but I just couldn't. I finally last September."

practicing had paid off well. They made the small room sound like a stereo had just been turned on.
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One of the槌ones who felt Fanny just down-right over-powered for her age.

Why Fanny? "It's short," Alice explained, "and easy to remember."

Although the girls are young, all 21 or 22, they have a long list of credits to their musical career. According to Barbra Streisand, Fanny is one of the outstanding new voices. Through a mutual friend of their manager's, Fanny was loaned up with Streisand for her two latest hit singles. A third just released, "Where You Lead," features the instrumentation of three of the girls--Jeane, Alice and Nicky.

They performed songs they had composed and written. A few of these are on their latest album, Charity Ball.

"You think you're going but you haven't got a ride," they sang. Fanny is going and the group made its own ride. That ride seems to be taking them straight to the top.
Relocations at the library

Computers get campers sites

by Herb Hoffman

Click, whirr, snap, you're parked. The California state parks now use a computer reservation service to assign campgrounds spaces. The intermediate effect of this change is that, instead of packing gear and trucking off in search of a place to escape the mechanised world, campers can go to their local Ticketron office and get a computerised reservation.

The electronic ticket broker has been handling reservations for concerts, shows and commercial productions for years. It also secures hotel and motel rooms for travelers through a network of terminals connected to a master data system. This, however, is its first application to public recreational areas.

William Penn Mott, the director of the State Parks and Recreation Department, says that the new system has increased the number of campers and the length of time that they stay in the parks. There are several reasons for this.

Before Ticketron, the camper and tent set had to take off on their chosen day to look through a stocked park for a place to camp. They were free to move on the next day to a new place, or a different park. There was more of a feeling of being on the open road. But, so is the freedom of being able to move on to new sights as the urge hits, so campers camped only in one park.

In short, Ticketron has turned the state parks into a kind of "reservation-only" chain of wilderness hotels. At least, so far, room service is a crew of counselors that collect scraps around the camp, and the bullies are merely convenient, not private.

Campers involved in the new system have more bothersome problems to consider, though. Since the nights are assigned in a first-come—first-serve basis, the necessity of getting up early to arrive at a park in time to find a good place is changed to one of getting up in time to make it to the nearest Ticketron office by 7 a.m. opening time. On holiday "rush" periods, that can get pretty rough.

The reservation system plans to expand for national service and outlets in Mexico. Since this would create a national demand for campgrounds, it would provide more users for unpopular areas in both the state and national forest systems.

If the National Forest Service adopts this reservation system, families on either side of the nation or any park is between. More families will be able to enjoy the national forests, if not more privacy.
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...now through July 31
Don't lose your loot:

use a bookstore locker

Students may be assured of a secure place to store their belongings while shopping in the EL Corral bookstore by using one of the coin-return lockers situated in the front of the store. This is an added service of the bookstore to prevent loss of personal belongings and theft. The lockers may be operated by depositing a quarter and receiving a key. When the key is returned, the quarter is returned. Since the lockers only use quarters, change may be obtained at the check-out window.

Graduate gets honor

Patricia K. Linder, a graduate of this school, has been awarded a 1971 citation for achievement along with 70 other journalism graduates from different colleges and universities. By Sigma Delta Chi, Professional Journalism Society. Awards recipients are chosen on the basis of character, scholarship, and competence to perform journo work. The decision in each case is made by a committee of professional students, faculty, and members of the Society.

Linder graduated from here with a 4.8 GPA and was awarded the Glen Smith Award for outstanding achievement.

Legal Forum

'Make laws work'

by Herb Hoffmann

Richard Carsel opened the Student Tenants Association meeting with a legal forum on how to make the legal system work to realize changes. The district attorney for San Luis Obispo County, said, "The real work is not done until we make our views known to the power structure, as we believe this to be our responsibility.

Carsel talked about the court system, how to file small claims, collect evidence and research records. By obtaining information was directed toward landlord-tenant problems, he dealt with general legal questions.

By definition, good laws are those that work to the advantage of people who affects only individual behavior rather than social actions. He talked about the final step in enforcing laws, the court, and how to avoid legal entanglements caused by procedures that affect only individual behavior rather than social actions.

"We have in ample supply:

Indian handloom block print aprons

single only 6.95

doubles only 9.95

posters

blankets

inches

coffee mugs

tea sets

and everything from goofy things
The Vanished People

by Brian McGulness

part II of a three part series.

Juan Justo, the last surviving full-blooded Chumash Indian, died more than thirty-six years ago near Santa Barbara. His forefathers, the Barbareno Chumash, like the better part of the Indian people were great mariners. They plied their fragile swift-planked canoes to and from the mainland and the Channel Islands in pursuit of the great wealth of fish that can be found there all year round.

The Chumash of our immediate area, however, lived more off the land than from the sea. Since our coastline is less protected from the strong onrush of westerly winds that daily batter our shores, the Luiseno Chumash were limited to fishing on relatively calm days from their villages on San Luis Obispo Bay (Avila Beach), Morro and Estero Bays.

The Chumash of our locale depended on such staples as acorns, wild seeds, cresses, celery, wild roses, rabbits and deer and shellfish with fish being their last consideration. This is not to say, however, that they ignored the seasonal run of the steelhead trout up the entire length of San Luis Creek from Avila Beach, for they relished such fare. They also relished and feared the ferocious grizzly bears that roamed in herds in nearby Los Osos Valley. The Chumash would try to steal small grizzly cubs from their mothers to raise and fatten for eating. Many Indians were mauled for life in these ventures until the early Spanish landowners exterminated the bears to make room for cattle. Like the ancient Chumash, the Grizzly Bear is now completely extinct in California.

The dependence of the Indians on acorns is indicated by the large number of bedrock mortars that can be found in our area. Near permanent villages and oak groves the Indians chisled and scraped small parabolic holes in outcroppings of rock. Gathered acorns and seeds were shelled and pounded in these mortars to make a flour for gruel (porridge) and bread. Acorn harvests were usually short but involved practically every member of a village. Good oak groves could yield up to a maximum of 1,400 pounds of acorns per acre, and the Chumash of San Luis Obispo needed all the acorns they could get to see them through the cold and rainy winter.

One such surviving bedrock mortar site exists on this campus, undisturbed by civilization for hundreds of years. Another larger site is on land now used by the county's environmental education campus at Camp San Luis Obispo. A third smaller site was recently destroyed by the construction of a motel near the present day Madonna Shopping Center complex. (to be continued next week.)
Will you help a fellow man?

by Malcolm Stone
Staff Writer

Most of us are concerned with our own needs. We feel more concerned about how to better health care than how to improve health care for other people. Don Christman of Paso Robles is a fellow man in need. Christman's ten-year-old son Robles is a fellow man in need. Robles is a fellow man in need. Hemophilia is a blood disorder which results in uncontrolled bleeding. It is caused by a below normal level of Factor VIII in the blood plasma which aids in clotting. Hemophilia is a disease that makes it hard for a person to stop bleeding after a cut or a bruise.

Mostly it's the mental strain on the wife and trying to be there for a child with this disease. You have to warn your child about everything, including the main dish. You can now dine at Tropicana at 55 North Broad Street. The Tropicana food service welcomes you to a SUNDAY Special. Treat Yourself to a SUNDAY Special.

Snack Bar Meal Ticket
Sundays 6-8 p.m.
You'll be glad you did.

Library hours set:

Library hours during the summer quarter are Mondays through Thursdays from 7:45 a.m. to 9 p.m., and Saturdays from 8 a.m. until 1 p.m. The Reserve Book Room will remain open until 11 p.m. on Mondays through Thursdays. The library will not be open on Sunday.

Library hours set during the summer quarter are Mondays through Thursdays from 7:45 a.m. to 9 p.m., and Saturdays from 8 a.m. until 1 p.m. The Reserve Book Room will remain open until 11 p.m. on Mondays through Thursdays. The library will not be open on Sunday.

Steve McQueen at 200 MPH

The Tropicana food service welcomes you to the public's full-service unlimited portion cafeteria. You can now dine at Trop on a single-meal basis whenever you wish, with no restrictions or gimmicks. One low price per meal enables you to eat as much of everything, including the main dish, as you want.

Jewish Meeting

The Jewish Student Union will hold its first summer meeting Sunday night at 7:30 in Room 219 of the College Union. For further information contact Bruce Judson—544-2580.
Coach seeks goal—is at Olympic camp

STEVE SIMMONS

by Malaisim Rose
Staff Writer

Steve Simmons, head track and field coach here, is at the United States Olympic Development Camp at Bowdoin College in Brunswick, Maine. This is a big step toward his goal of being an Olympic Team coach.

Coach Simmons said that U.S. Olympic committees now select the top athletes in every event in track and field and brings them to specialized training camps during the summer. The committee also brings in the best coaches in those events to work with the individual athletes.

"I want to be an Olympic Team coach," he said, "Mainly because you're working with the very best athletes on the very highest level of track and field."

He said that what the U.S. committee is doing now is what the Europeans have been doing for a long time. This is of the most value to the athletes in the field events, because they receive intense instruction in one area for three weeks.

"The main reason I'm going to be there is that I changed Gill-Mohinder Singh from a single- arm jumper-triple jump to a double-arm technique," Coach Simmons said. The double-arm technique is a European style, and he feels it is definitely superior. He is considered an expert on it because he has had more success with it.

"Gill was the only guy at the National Collegiate Athletic Association championships who used it," he said.

Coach Simmons also feels that being selected for the Olympic camp will help his recruiting program. He has developed two national champions in Gill and high jumper, Raymond Brown and sprinter Bobby Turner can hold his own with the best in the nation. "People identify coaches with the athletes they have," he said. "For instance, Cal Poly is known as a sprint and jump school in track and field circles. They happen to be my main interests, most of my skills lie in those areas as a coach."

Coach Simmons feels the Mustangs rapid rise to national prominence in track and field is unprecedented, and he gives the credit to the present "Navy" before he has a school been so dominant. I think that is due to the efforts of Dick Purcell. He did it through extreme personal effort and dedication to building a national program."

"One of my main goals with the track team here is to give the team more national exposure. I'm really concerned with dual meet situation at all. I'm concerned with championship meets and large relays because it is there that the reputation of a track program is built."

Coach Simmons was an all-conference basketball player at Los Angeles City College and he holds single game and single season scoring records at Chapman College. Still his first love is track, and he was the assistant track coach at Chapman for five years before coming here.

"This is the only sport I have ever been really interested in coaching because of the intense personal nature of it. I feel that it is an individual effort thing, I feel that I'm an individual in every aspect of the word. Track has always given me an opportunity to express that individuality as a runner and as a coach."

The Track and Field camp will help his recruiting program. He has developed two national champions in Gill and high jumper, Raymond Brown and sprinter Bobby Turner can hold his own with the best in the nation. "People identify coaches with the athletes they have," he said. "For instance, Cal Poly is known as a sprint and jump school in track and field circles. They happen to be my main interests, most of my skills lie in those areas as a coach."

Coach Simmons feels the Mustangs rapid rise to national prominence in track and field is unprecedented, and he gives the credit to the present "Navy" before he has a school been so dominant. I think that is due to the efforts of Dick Purcell. He did it through extreme personal effort and dedication to building a national program."

"One of my main goals with the track team here is to give the team more national exposure. I'm really concerned with dual meet situation at all. I'm concerned with championship meets and large relays because it is there that the reputation of a track program is built."

Coach Simmons was an all-conference basketball player at Los Angeles City College and he holds single game and single season scoring records at Chapman College. Still his first love is track, and he was the assistant track coach at Chapman for five years before coming here.

"This is the only sport I have ever been really interested in coaching because of the intense personal nature of it. I feel that it is an individual effort thing, I feel that I'm an individual in every aspect of the word. Track has always given me an opportunity to express that individuality as a runner and as a coach."

Intramurals set for summertime

The Men's Swimming Pool will be open to all students this summer. It was announced this week. According to Dick Heathen, who is in charge of intramurals, the hours will be from 3 p.m. to 6:15 daily. He emphasized the fact that there are no dressing room facilities for women, so they could "come prepared."
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Heaton also disclosed the summer volleyball league scheduled for Tuesday evening of this week. According to Dick Heathen, who is in charge of intramurals, the hours will be from 3 p.m. to 6:15 daily. He emphasized the fact that there are no dressing room facilities for women, so they could "come prepared."
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